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Abstract

An efficient process of emergency evacuation must be guided. In the event of an evacuation instruction,
a significant amount of time is spent by evacuees looking for a place of relative safety or an exit. Due
to the ensuing stress and confusion evacuees try to follow others, consequently, all the exits are not used
effectively. Therefore, it is important to develop a route guidance map for the emergency. The focus of the
map is to help both, the evacuees and the authorities to perform evacuation efficiently. This paper presents
a route guidance map for pedestrians that aims an efficient evacuation in case of an emergency. An agent-
based simulation framework is used for the simulation of various scenarios to prepare the guiding map. A
real world case study of Sarojini Nagar, Delhi is presented to test the presented methodology. Eventually,
several strategic recommendations are provided for improving safety of existing infrastructure.
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1. Introduction10

In recent years, public safety and disaster prepared-11

ness have become a prime focus for national author-12

ities, urban planners and civic agencies due to losses13

of human lives. In year 2014, at least 32 people were14

killed and 26 injured in a stampede shortly after the15

celebration of festival Dussehra in Patna, India (Ex-16

press News Service, 4 October 2014). There are17

many similar examples across the world (see Table 118

for similar examples), where due to lack of efficient19

evacuation planning, people have suffered. The re-20

curring stampedes occur mainly at places of mass21

gatherings for example religious places, railway sta-22

tions, sports/political/social events etc. There are23

many causers and triggers for the crowd disaster in-24

cluding structural design, fire, rumors, and sudden25

mass evacuation (NDMA, 2014).26

Evacuation is a process in which endangered27

people are moved from a dangerous place to a safe28

place in order to reduce the vulnerability during29

these dangerous circumstances. In order to mitigate30

impacts of disasters, proper evacuation planning is31

required. In many of the past events, lack of evac-32

uation planning has resulted in loss of human lives,33

particularly in India (see Table 1). Improper selec-34

tion of exit or failure to avoid the obstacles may lead35

to either serious injury or death. Therefore, a proper36

route guidance map in terms of an Evacuation Plan37

is required that can help evacuees to find the suit-38
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able exits and the route to be followed to evacuate39

the endangered area in minimum time and with min-40

imum loss of life. This guiding map can also serve41

as a reference for security staff to guide the evac-42

uees on the route to take for evacuation. This evacu-43

ation plan may also suggest the structural improve-44

ments, which can be helpful for further reduction of45

the evacuation time. Limited research on developing46

evacuation plan has been done and reported in litera-47

ture. The ability to evacuate people depends mainly48

on two factors viz.: structural design and behavior.49

Inefficient design and panic behavior may lead to50

overcrowding, which in turn may lead to crushing,51

suffocation and trampling. Besides planning the in-52

frastructure efficiently, it is also essential to under-53

stand the movement and flow behavior, which may54

help planners and civic agencies to reduce the sever-55

ity. Evacuation, where there may be a transition56

from normal behavior to irrational panic behavior,57

is governed by factor of nervousness which leads to58

slow down the crowd and tendency to follow others59

(Helbing et al., 2002).60

A great share of literature focus is on simulating61

a single room evacuation pattern (Casadesús Pursals62

and Garriga Garzón, 2009; Takahashi et al., 1989;63

Taylor, 1996) where in true sense little evacuation64

planning take place. On the other hand, to evacuate65

a larger area, egress route have to be defined first,66

which requires optimization techniques. In a simi-67

lar research direction, this study aims to investigate68

sudden mass evacuation from a crowded place. This69

paper presents a real-world case study for evacua-70

tion preparedness due to disastrous events in large-71

scale pedestrian areas. A majority of crowd disasters72

have occurred at shopping malls, music concerts,73

and stadium in developed countries (NDMA, 2014).74

With increasing population, developing countries75

are also susceptible to crowd disaster at such venues76

(NDMA, 2014). Therefore, main focus of this study77

is to evacuate persons from congested areas such78

as market places or mass gathering venues. The79

objective is to make recommendations to improve80

the evacuation time of all people in the identified81

area. The key outcome is an evacuation plan for82

designated sites. The event of potential bombing is83

used as an example of the disaster where evacua-84

tion is required. The methodology presented in this85

study is applied to a market place, Sarojini Nagar,86

New Delhi, however, it can be applied to any sce-87

nario wherever evacuation is required. Also, in or-88

der to check the applicability and robustness of the89

approach, the same methodology is applied to two90

other areas namely Lajpat Nagar and Laxmi Nagar,91

New Delhi.92

Table 2 shows several models that have been93

used in the past to reduce the response time for an94

evacuation. In a study by Flötteröd and Lämmel95

(2010), the authors suggested to adopt dynamic traf-96

fic assignment model to develop an evacuation plan97

for open spaces. In general, dynamic traffic assign-98

ment relies on microscopic models. Zheng et al.99

(2009) compares several modeling approaches at100

different scopes, for e.g. a) cellular automata mod-101

els based on lattice gas or social force models b)102

agent-based models based on cellular automata or103

social force models etc. Most of these models are104

detailed models which are resource hungry and need105

higher computational time. However, the aim of the106

present study is to develop and test a route guid-107

ance map using an approach which is computa-108

tionally efficient for large-scale scenarios. There-109

fore, the present study uses an evacuation plan-110

ning approach in a multi-agent simulation based111

framework (Lämmel et al., 2010). The multi-agent112

systems are preferred for crowd simulation model-113

ing (Almeida et al., 2013). This approach has also114

been applied to a real-world evacuation scenario of115

Patna city, India (Agarwal and Lämmel, 2016) under116

mixed traffic conditions. This simulation framework117

is suitable for large scale scenarios due to its queuing118

model (see Agarwal et al., 2015; Balmer et al., 2009,119

and also Section 2.1). Every person in the area under120

consideration may not be familiar with the prevail-121

ing traffic conditions and alternative exit routes dur-122

ing evacuation situation, therefore, this study pro-123

poses an evacuation plan and subsequently, investi-124

gates the response time when this evacuation plan is125

used under different situations.126

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.127

First, the details of simulation framework for the128

present study is explained in Section 2. Section 3 ex-129

hibits the methodology and the case study of Saro-130
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Table 1. Past misshapings due to improper evacuation planning

Year Place Reason Casualties

1903 Iroquois Theatre fire, Chicago (U.S)
No exit signs; no emergency lighting; exit routes

were confusing (Disaster, accessed December
2015)

602

1913 Italian Hall disaster, Michigan (U.S) Escape from a falsely shouted of fire at a party
(HallDisaster, accessed January 2016) 73

1995 Dabwali, Haryana (India) Synthetic tent caught fire, blocking main
entrance (NDMA, 2014) 446

1997 Uphaar Cinema, Delhi (India) Smoky cinema hall (NDMA, 2014) 59

2000 Night club Lisbon (Portugal) Head for main exit and ignore alternative exit
(Helbing et al., 2002) 7

2006 Jamrat Bridge (Saudi Arabia) Overcrowding and poor crowd management
(Still, accessed 12 May 2016) 363

2008 Chamunda devi temple, Jodhpur, Rajasthan
(India)

Stampede due to false rumors of bomb (NDMA,
2014) 249

2010 Love Parade (Duisburg) Trying to escape the overcrowded tunnel (Still,
accessed 12 May 2016) 21

2011 AMRI hospital, Calcutta (India) Basement fire, suffocation causing deaths
(NDMA, 2014) 89

2014 Patna Stampede (India)
Mass exit from a single gate and rumors also

that live electric had fallen on ground. (Express
News Service, 4 October 2014)

33

2015 Mina Stampede Blockage of route to Jamrat Bridge (Still,
accessed 12 May 2016) 2110

Table 2. Method used in literature to reduce evacuation time

Past study Model Description

Taylor (1996) Macroscopic Find minimum time to evacuate building and optimal plan in terms of exit
usage.

Casadesús Pursals and
Garriga Garzón (2009) Macroscopic Find the distribution of exit usage for minimum evacuation time.

Takahashi et al. (1989) Macroscopic Optimal exit from a room is chosen for evacuating.

Han et al. (2006) Macroscopic Routing for reducing total evacuation time.

Klüpfel (2003) Macroscopic Shows connection between choice of exit and individual egress time.

Stepanov and Smith (2008) Microscopic Potential egress route described by Kth shortest path using distance, travel
time and level of congestion as objective function.

Abdelghany et al. (2014) Microscopic Show that evacuation time reduces significantly by optimizing the temporal
distribution of evacuation and exit gate selection.

Kneidl et al. (2011) Microscopic Find the probability of choosing a route to reduce the evacuation time.

Zheng et al. (2009)
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jini Nagar market is illustrated in Section 4. Sec-131

tion 5 shows the impact of Evacuation Plan and its132

usefulness. Finally, the last section concludes the133

overall work and provides some outlook for future134

work.135

2. Evacuation Modelling136

Three different modelling approaches can be applied137

to an evacuation process (Schadschneider et al.,138

2009): a) risk assessment, b) optimization and c)139

simulation. Simulation of pedestrians is generally140

used for two purposes: to gain insight on a par-141

ticular situation and to prove/disprove a hypothesis142

(Still, 2007). The output of a simulation mainly in-143

cludes: distribution of evacuation time, evacuation144

curves (number of people evacuated with respect to145

time), sequence of evacuation (snapshot at a spe-146

cific time), and identification of congestion (Schad-147

schneider et al., 2009). In this article, multi-agent148

simulation framework (MATSim) is used to identify149

the evacuation time, congested links and sequence150

of evacuation. In this, all evacuees are modeled151

as individual agents. A Geographical Information152

System (GIS) based Risk Assessments Information,153

Planning System toolkit (GRIPS) is used along with154

MATSim (Taubenböck et al., 2009).155

2.1. MATSim156

MATSim has an evolutionary algorithm which157

consists of mainly three steps as shown in Fig-158

ure 1 (Balmer et al., 2005, 2009; Horni et al., 2015).159

In this iterative cycle, an agent learns and adapts to160

the system. The minimal inputs are network and161

daily plans of the individual agents.162

• Execution (mobsim) – In this step, all the163

plans are simultaneously executed using prede-164

fined mobility simulation (mobsim) on the net-165

work. The network loading algorithm is a queu-166

ing model (Cetin et al., 2003; Gawron, 1998).a167

The queue model tracks every agent only at en-168

try and exit and never in between which makes169

it computationally efficient. Hence, a large-scale170

scenario can be simulated in reasonable computa-171

tional time (Agarwal et al., 2016a).172

• Scoring - Various plans of an individual are com-173

pared using an utility function. The utility func-174

tion consists of utility of performing an activ-175

ity, (dis)utility of traveling etc. All executed176

plans are evaluated using the default scoring func-177

tion (Charypar and Nagel, 2005).178

• Re-planning - For some of the agents, a new179

plan is generated by modifying an existing plan180

depending on the so-called innovative strategies181

(choice modules). Several choice dimensions are182

available for e.g. reroute, time mutation, mode183

choice etc. The new plan is then executed in the184

next iteration. The innovation is used until a fixed185

number of iterations (for e.g. for 80% of the it-186

erations). Therefore, rest of the agents until in-187

novation and all the agents after innovation select188

a plan from their choice set according to a prob-189

ability distribution which converges to the multi-190

nomial logit model.191

3. Survey methodology192

Typical crowd density at various sections of the road193

is estimated as illustrated further. A travel count sur-194

vey data is conducted as follows to identify the ini-195

tial person density on each link.196

1. On every link of the road network, three sur-197

veyors are placed to count a) the number of198

persons present initially at time t, b) number199

of persons entering and c) number of pesons200

leaving the link in 5 min time bin.201

2. Thus, number of persons on a road at any time
t is given by Equation (1)

N(t) = λ (t)+ I(t)−O(t) (1)

where, N(t) is number of persons on a road at202

time t; I(t) and O(t) are the number of per-203

sons entering and leaving the link in time bin204

t respectively and, λ (t) is number of persons205

initially present on the link at time t.206

∗a Refer to Agarwal et al. (2015, 2016b) for details about the queue model and its extensions in the MATSim. For simplicity, the present
study uses first-in-first-out (FIFO) approach of the queue model.
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initial 
demand analyses mobsim scoring 

replanning 

Fig. 1. Iterative approach of MATSim (Horni et al., 2015)

3. Thus, total number of people to evacuate from
a link is given by Equation (2), which includes
the persons on the road and also persons in-
side the shops. Let S(t) be the number of peo-
ple present inside shops on the link in time bin
t (counted by fourth surveyor). Then the to-
tal number of persons to evacuate on the con-
cerned road TP(t) is:

TP(t) = N(t)+S(t) (2)

4. Thus TP(t) is computed from the survey data.207

The pre-evacuation coordinates of all agents208

are assigned randomly on corresponding link.209

5. In an evacuation problem, destination and210

route choice are interrelated. For the simplic-211

ity, in the present study, only one destination212

is used which reduces the whole problem to213

one dimension only. The post-evacuation lo-214

cation coordinate (destination) of each agent215

is modeled as a virtual point formed far away216

from the center of the evacuation area. All217

the exits are connected to this artificial node218

termed as super sink (see Figure 2).219

Destination Nodes 

Origin Nodes Super sink 

Virtual link 

Fig. 2. Exits connected to a super sink (a virtual destination)

220

4. Scenario set up221

Sarojini Nagar is located in the south west district of222

Delhi. It is one of the most popular market in Delhi.223
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This was one of the site which was bombed in Delhi224

on 29 October 2005 and resulted in many deaths and225

major injuries (NCTC, 2006). Thus, because of its226

past history, it is chosen as a site for potential disas-227

ter location.228

4.1. Case study: Sarojini Nagar market229

The surveys were conducted between 4 September230

and 7 September, 2014 as illustrated in Section 3.231

Generally, evacuation planning is composed of the232

following steps (Lahmar et al., 2006):233

1. Impact zone: In this step, the evacuation zone234

is identified. It is generally dependent on the235

type of emergency. In some cases only small236

area needs to be evacuated while in some237

cases complete area needs to be evacuated,238

in the present study, for the case of potential239

bombing scenario, complete market is consid-240

ered as evacuation area. Figure 3 shows the241

complete market of Sarojini Nagar market.242

2. Assignment of evacuees to shelter: After243

defining area to be evacuated, next is to de-244

cide where to evacuate people. In the case245

study all the exits are assumed as a potential246

shelter. Once the agent is out of the particular247

exit, he/she is assumed to be safe.248

3. Traffic routing (determining driving direction249

at each road): In this step, the best route250

to reach the shelter is determined. Different251

strategies have been considered in the case252

study presented in the Section 4.3.253

4. Self-evacuation: Agents starts evacuating as254

soon as warning is announced. They follow255

the evacuation plan considered in various sce-256

narios.257

Exit A  

Exit C  

Exit B  

Exit D  

Fig. 3. Market area (in red) under consideration for evacuation

258

4.2. Simulation inputs259

The Sarojini Nagar market area remains crowded260

most of the time of the day. Motorized and non-261

motorized vehicles are rarely used inside this mar-262

ket area and therefore all vehicles are ignored in the263

present study. Only the walk mode is considered in264

the simulation framework.265

• Network - The desired evacuation area of Saro-266

jini Nagar market is taken from Open Street Map267

(OpenStreetMap, accessed August 2015). All ex-268

its of this area are connected to a safe virtual des-269

tination, which is far away from the center of se-270

lected area. All exits have same exit capacities.271

It is assumed that travel time from exit points to272

the safe virtual destination is zero. The network273

is converted to desired format of the simulation274

framework. The width of the streets are mea-275

sured during survey and eventually, due to heavy276

encroachment, the effective width of link is esti-277

mated as 4 m which results in a capacity of about278

1000 PCU/h per direction. The roads in the Saro-279

jini Nagar market are partially tiled and partially280

concrete and are in good condition. A poor con-281

dition of the surface may increase the evacuation282

time.283
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• Plans - In the evacuation situation, only two284

types of activities i.e. pre-evacuation and post-285

evacuation are considered. The activity locations286

of these activities are the locations of agents be-287

fore and after the evacuation respectively. All288

agents use walk mode to travel between these ac-289

tivities. It is assumed that all agents start moving290

out of the market area as soon as warning is an-291

nounced. Initial positions and the density of the292

agents on each link is calculated from the survey293

(see Section 3). In the simulation, the speed of the294

agent is assumed as 6 km/h. Passenger car unit295

(PCU) of the agent is taken as 0.08 (Tiwari et al.,296

2007). Overall, about 8430 agents are evacuated297

from the market area.298

• Choice dimension - In this study, 20% of agents299

are allowed to change their route until 80% of300

the iterations. Simulation is run for 100 itera-301

tions. Rest of the agents until 80% iterations and302

all agents after that select a plan from their choice303

set only which stabilizes the demand.304

4.3. Scenarios305

The first step is to identify the bottleneck links in306

order to identify the cause and then propose neces-307

sary strategic decisions to rectify and improve the308

overall evacuation time. No single hypothetical sce-309

nario is expected to perfectly emulate a real event310

that will occur in future. Thus, different situations311

are considered for evacuation of pedestrian in mar-312

ket place. These scenarios help in generating the313

evacuation plan for an open space environment. The314

following scenarios are considered.315

• Scenario 1 (No Evacuation Plan): In absence of316

any evacuation plan, all agents are left to them-317

selves. This would replicate the existing situation318

of the market area.319

• Scenario 2 (Shortest Path): In this scenario, it320

is assumed that all agents will evacuate by run-321

ning to the nearest exit, taking the shortest path322

between their current location and exit. This is323

recorded as the shortest path evacuation time.324

• Scenario 3 (Benchmark Evacuation with en-325

croachment): In this scenario, evacuation time326

is identified based on Nash equilibrium (Lämmel327

et al., 2008). Evacuation time calculated using328

this approach is termed as the “benchmark evacu-329

ation time”. In reality, it is not possible to achieve330

benchmark evacuation time (since this is a result331

of several iterations of MATSim with learning of332

each outcome) but it is useful to generate a fea-333

sible evacuation plan and compare it with bench-334

mark time. Streets of the market area are heavily335

encroached therefore, in this scenario, the evacu-336

ation time is estimated with the existing situation.337

• Scenario 4 (Planned Evacuation): As discussed338

before, in this scenario, an evacuation plan is pro-339

posed aiming to achieve the evacuation time same340

as benchmark evacuation time and in turn expect-341

ing to be better than shortest path scenario or no342

evacuation plan scenario. The resulting time is343

called “planned evacuation time”. This scenario344

will result in the development of a route guiding345

map. In case of an emergency, these routes can be346

followed from the current locations of all agents.347

• Further, after analyzing the scenario based on the348

link flow in peak hours, more recommendations349

such as widening of bottleneck links by removing350

encroachments and adding new emergency exits351

will also help in further reduction in the evacua-352

tion time.353

5. Results354

It is clear that in the absence of any planning and sig-355

nage (Scenario 1), all agents may produce herding356

behavior which results in early degradation of net-357

work supply. Thus, evacuation time will be higher358

than all other scenarios due to sheer chaos.359

In scenario 2 (shortest path evacuation plan) ev-360

erybody moves to their geographically nearest exit361

point. This kind of plan is most easy to implement,362

because of its unique solution. It is only required to363

put sign at crossing of street network. The big dis-364

advantage of such strategy is that, it does not take365

congestion in consideration. Congestion avoidance366

is important in case of evacuation. According to367

Schadschneider et al. (2009), to reduce the conges-368

tion, two corrective actions can be taken : change of369

geometry (wider escape paths) and proper guidance370

through signage which helps in improving orienta-371
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tion capability. Our methodology intervenes at two372

levels: it develops signage for the existing geometry373

and also makes recommendation on specific geome-374

try change for faster evacuation.375

In the scenario 3 (benchmark scenario), the376

fastest route is computed using iterative algorithm of377

MATSim. This kind of plan (benchmark) can only378

be implemented with proper training and repetitive379

mock drills, which is not feasible in practice. There-380

fore, a practically feasible evacuation plan is pro-381

posed in scenario 4, in which consistent direction382

signs are placed at all relevant locations. A snapshot383

of such a plan is shown in Figure 4. Heuristic (color384

scheme) and evacuation time of agents help in mak-385

ing the evacuation plan. Routes that are closer to386

exit but with high congestion are bypassed, agents387

diverted to a route where there is lesser congestion.388

The main advantages of this plan over shortest path389

plan are that it considers the congestion effects into390

consideration and it is easy to implement. This route391

guidance map will also serve as a reference for con-392

cerned authorities to provide evacuation route re-393

lated instructions to evacuees.394
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Fig. 4. Guiding Map: A feasible Solution

395

Different scenarios (from Section 4.3) are com-396

pared based on total evacuation time and average397

evacuation time per person.The former is the total398

time to evacuate all the agents out of the evacua-399

tion area. Statistically total evacuation time is not400

a good measure for finding effectiveness of a given401

evacuation strategy. Thus, average evacuation time402

is required, which not only minimizes the response403

time but at the same time also maximizes the flow404

at given time (Hamacher and Tjandra, 2001). Ta-405

ble 3 shows the results obtained from these scenar-406

ios. Clearly, as expected, benchmark scenario has407

the least total evacuation time and average evacua-408

tion time. This corresponds to a first-best condition409

in which everyone knows the prevailing congestion410

conditions and the best route to exit. Further, for411

the case of planned scenario, the total and average412

evacuation time is significantly shorter than shortest413

path scenario and marginally higher than benchmark414

scenario.415

Table 3. Average evacuation time per person and total evacua-
tion time

Scenario evacuation time (min)
average total

Shortest path 10.05 23.05
Benchmark 8.94 16.46
Planned 9.45 17.32

416

The comparison of evacuation progress is shown417

in Figure 5. It can be observed that evacuation418

time is the same for all three scenarios until 50%419

of the agents are evacuated. Afterwards, evacua-420

tion progress for the shortest path scenario becomes421

slowest and evacuation progress of the benchmark422

scenario become the fastest. The links towards Exit423

A (see Figure 4) become bottlenecks in the short-424

est path scenario (observation from simulation out-425

put). Thus to make an effective use of all the exits,426

some agents are diverted to another exit. The pro-427

cedure is repeated for all other exits. In this way,428

planned scenario routing strategy is developed mak-429

ing use of benchmark routing strategy. The evac-430

uation progress of planned scenario is marginally431

slower than the benchmark scenario.432
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Fig. 5. Plot of evacuation time for different scenario

433

Effectiveness of the approach In order to see the434

effectiveness of the route guidance map, the same435

methodology has been applied to two other markets436

of Delhi (India) namely, Lajpat Nagar and Laxmi437

Nagar. Evacuation plan for these sites are devel-438

oped. It can be observed from Table 4 that planned439

scenario response time is better than the shortest440

path evacuation strategy. Thus, clearly, the method-441

ology is transferable to any scenarios where such442

kind of short-notice evacuation is required.443

Table 4. Total evacuation time for Lajpat Nagar and Laxmi Na-
gar markets

Scenario Total evacuation time (min.)
Lajpat Nagar Laxmi Nagar

market market

Shortest path 13.25 11.51
Benchmark 10.01 7.34
Planned 10.46 9.53

444

6. Discussion445

The present study shows the the necessity of an446

evacuation plan for improving safety and response447

efforts. The study provides strategic and tactical448

recommendations to improve the response time in449

case of an emergency evacuation. Strategic recom-450

mendations include increasing network supply side451

by making new routes or by widening the existing452

roads. These strategic recommendations help plan-453

ners to decide the increase in the capacity of roads,454

or where an emergency exit should be made to fur-455

ther improve evacuation response. Statistical and456

tactical recommendations deal with effective utiliza-457

tion of existing capacity. This can be achieved by458

properly routing the evacuee through a street net-459

work in order to minimize danger and ensure safety.460

The simulation returns the route assignment policy461

to reduce congestion and improve response time,462

which eventually will reduce the collateral damage.463

A policy imperative from this study is that even a464

static plan would help in reducing the evacuation465

time.466

Further this work and methodology can also be467

used to determine the maximum allowed safe occu-468

pancy for an event in open area, a parameter that can469

be imposed by decision makers by way of policy.470

For this, a safe level of evacuation time must be de-471

termined through consultation with relevant experts.472

The evacuation time consists of two time com-473

ponents: reaction time and egress time (Kuligowski,474

2013). In the present study only latter is considered475

and estimated whereas it is assumed that the agents476

react instantly after the warning. This lays a future477

research direction to incorporate the different reac-478

tion times for different group of persons depending479

on the factors such as age and sex similar to the work480

by Agarwal et al. (2016b) in which the authors in-481

corporated a uniform reaction time for all drives in482

the queue model. Another important observation of483

the study is that the egress time is highly affected484

by heavy encroachments. Clearly, removing these485

encroachments will ease some capacities and would486

reduce evacuation time significantly.487

In the literature, it has been argued that people488

tend to misjudge the likelihood of a disaster event489

and range of severity of its impact. This would in490

turn result in a different outcome; such behaviors are491

out of the scope of the present study.492

7. Conclusion493

Evacuation time is a critical factor for developing494

evacuation strategies. In this work, a methodology495

to prepare a guidance map was developed using an496
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agent-based simulation framework. Initial inputs497

were calculated from different surveys. An event498

of potential bombing was considered as an exam-499

ple of the disaster where immediate evacuation is500

required due to a disaster on the same location in501

the past. A real-world case study of Sarojini Nagar502

market, Delhi was considered. Different scenarios503

were considered and their total and average evacua-504

tion time were compared. It was shown that with the505

help of proper signages in planned scenario; the total506

and average evacuation time would be significantly507

lower than shortest path or no evacuation plan sce-508

narios and marginally higher than benchmark sce-509

nario. The planned scenario routing map would510

help the authorities (the security staff) to guide or511

push evacuees. The effectiveness of the proposed512

methodology was shown using the same approach513

for two more markets of Delhi.514

Future work includes an analysis of the robust-515

ness of the suggested evacuation plan, particularly516

with respect to distribution of people in the mar-517

ket. Development of a dynamic evacuation plan,518

that is, one with message signs that change dynam-519

ically with congestion distribution is another possi-520

ble extension. With this, accounting for behavioral521

characteristics of agents, after developing appropri-522

ate models for the same, can induce even more real-523

ism in the recommendations.524
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